
Do you want to expand your existing Divar-2 system? Get 
more flexibility? Improve system capability? Add new 
features or even migrate to IP? Then check out our Bosch 
Divar XF Hybrid Recorder. Complete with the latest 
version of Divar Control Center (version 2.5), it enables 
the perfect upgrade path for your Divar-2 installation.

Divar XF Hybrid H.264 Recorder  
Enhance your Divar-2 system capabilities

The updated Divar Control Center brings Divar-2 and 
Divar XF recorders together. All the recorders can be 
centrally operated and managed over IP. Divar Control 
Center software is available for download from our 
website free of charge, which allows you to upgrade your 
Divar-2 applications with an improved user interface and 
Windows Vista support. You can even use a single Bosch 
CCTV keyboard to simultaneously control both Divar-2s 
and Divar XFs locally.



Simply expand your Divar-2 installations 
With Divar Control Center you can connect and control an 
unlimited number of Divar-2 and Divar XF units from a 
single workstation over IP. The Control Center’s easy-to-
use, intuitive user interface gives you access to your 
recorders and cameras in seconds, putting you in control 
with confidence. 

Local control via a Bosch CCTV keyboard 
Using a single Bosch CCTV keyboard you can now control 
a total of 30 Divars, combining a maximum of 16 Divar XF 
and 14 Divar-2 in a single system. By using the Bosch 
Video Manager and Keyboard Expander you can create a 
scalable video solution, with a total of 4 Bosch CCTV 
keyboards to control your system from multiple locations.

Features Benefits

New Divar Control Center
Centrally operate and manage an unlimited number 
of Divar-2 and Divar XF units over IP

Bosch CCTV keyboard operation to manage and 
control Divar-2 and Divar XF in one system 

Versatile control options – without needing 
extensive training to create a scalable video solution 

Free of charge upgrade for current Divar-2 owners Upgrade existing Divar-2 applications with improved 
user interface and Windows Vista support

Advanced event handling allows events to 
automatically trigger actions, such as changing 
recording profiles or moving cameras to preset 
positions

Save time and money, make it easier for operators, 
ensure prompt reaction to security alerts and create an 
automated video surveillance recording solution
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Add the latest video management capabilities 
The latest Divar XF 2.5 firmware also extends your system 
with advanced automatic event handling. This helps 
operators by bringing crucial events to their attention 
instantly, ensuring prompt, reliable responses to security 
alerts. Different automated actions can be made 
depending on the type of event. For example cameras can 
be moved into pre-determined positions, changes made 
to recording profiles or multiple screens displayed on 
each monitor.

Future-proofing built in
Want to get your existing analog Divar-2 system ready 
for the future? Divar XF lets you add 8 H.264 IP 
cameras using your existing IT network. As both IP and 
analog cameras are controlled in exactly the same 
way, it’s a breeze for any operator to use this state-of-
the-art technology.

Ideal for growing and hybrid (analog and IP camera) 
applications, Divar XF makes your current Divar-2 
system more powerful and flexible than ever before.


